The Asian Studies eBooks Collection offers for
the first time in one place essential reading
for all students and profession in a dynamic
interdisciplinary program
combining the
humanities, social sciences and language
study. The collection offers a broad
introduction to the culture and history of
Asian societies and the opportunity
for
specialized study on an academic field
within Asian Studies. It is also a collection not
to be missed by business
leaders and
investors needing to understand the Asian
socio-cultural environment. The Asian Studies
eBooks Collection has applied advanced
digital publishing technology to unique and
rare collections in order to preserve valuable
information and precious texts, as well as
allowing for their further use and circulation.

EPP actively provides a objective information on China from first hand sources. From a base in Asia, they
reach a vast audience which extends to the United States and Europe. By publishing titles in English, the
EPP team is able to shape opinion on a global scale through the dissemination of the work of Chinese
economic leaders
Main Topic: Academic and reference works on the economic, financial and business development of Greater China Region

ISEAS Publishing is a dynamic academic press with more than 40 years’ experience. It is the largest
publisher of academic books that focuses on Southeast Asian politics, economics and social issues. Since
1970 it has issued more than 2,000 books and journals, publishing an average of 50 titles a year.
Main Topic: Southeast Asia focus in Socio-Political, Security, and Economic trends and Developments
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KW Publishers Pvt Ltd is one of the pioneers in publishing books on International Relations, Strategic
Studies, Military Science, National Security, Management and Commerce.
Main Topic: Political Science (Biography, Autobiography & Memoirs, Law and Politics),
Defence Studies (Aviation, Budgeting, Intelligence, Management, Military and Strategic Science, Nuclear, Security Studies, Technology,
Terrorism) International Relations and others.
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With diverse history, culture, religion - we put together this special “Malaysia Historical Collection” to
capture the splendid first-hand account stories of people who experienced life and events happening in the
Malaysia archipelago over the last 100 years. The time frame covers the British colonial period, Japanese
occupation and newly independent Malaya federation.
Main Topic: Malayan historical series, Malayan peoples & customs series, Monograph
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The Nordic Institute of Asian Studies, NIAS, was founded as an independent Asian studies institute in 1968
in Copenhagen. NIAS strives to add value to existing activities through collaboration within and across
relevant disciplines in the social sciences, business studies, humanities, law and the technical and natural
sciences. In this way, the partnership contributes to the growth of Asian studies in the Nordic region.
Main Topic: Social sciences and history, particularly research dealing with contemporary Southeast Asia and East Asia
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Paths International Ltd established with the purpose of bringing high quality academic and professional
content written and developed in Asia to Europe and North America. Paths International Ltd is now making
available eBooks written by Chinese authors from some of the most prestigious universities and institutions
in the country. It offers a view of China from experts in China.
Main Topic: China centric - China's business, economic and social change, history, philosophy, cultural heritage
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Titles in the Rare Books on Burma collection were published in English during the 18th and 19th centuries.
They cover history, cultural anthropology, archaeology, religious studies, art history, political science and
musicology. Only books that provide in-depth knowledge and first-hand insights, experience and
observations, were selected for the collection.
Main Topic: Focus on Burma - history, cultural anthropology, archaeology, religious studies, art history, political science, and
musicology

Showwe publishes on several topics such as modern and contemporary Chinese literature, reviews, culture
and memoirs. The main publications are published in Showwe’s three prestige brands: Showwe
Publication, Xin-Rui Culture & Creation and Niang Publication. Most titles are in Mandarin Chinese.
Main Topic: Taiwan centric - modern and contemporary Chinese literature, reviews, culture, and memoirs
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The Journal of the Burma Research Society (JBRS) was the first academic journal devoted to Burma
Studies. The journal started in 1911 about the same time as The Journal of the Siam Society. It was
published in Burma but is no longer published today.
Main Topic: Burma Studies
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